contents:
1 - game cover
1 - bladder
3 - balls

Instructions for Assembly
Remove bladder from game cover and fill with air until it
is firm. Over inflation may cause damage or difficult
insertion into cover.
Insert bladder into cover and zip cover closed. Be careful
to avoid pinching bladder in zipper teeth when closing.
Not to be used as a floatation device!

Set-up Options
Target Toss incorporates a handle and two adjustable straps to allow for a number of
set-up options. Target Toss can be mounted simply by hanging the handle on top of the
game over a hook or peg.
Mount Target Toss to a door or object by utilizing the two adjustable straps with clips.
Wrap the strap located on the side of the cover around a door or object and clip it to the
d-ring on the opposite side of cover. If mounting to a door, place the second strap over
the top of the door and clip it to the first strap. Tighten straps for a snug fit.

mounted on peg

mounted on door

back of door

Rules for Game Play
There are many ways to play Target Toss. We have listed some here for you. We encourage you to come up with your own games and variations.
Some General Rules:
1. Points are scored by throwing a ball at the target and having it stick to one of the squares.
2. Each square is worth a point value (labeled on the board)
3. Balls that hit a square, but do not stick do not score any points.
4. Balls that stick between squares unequally will earn the points of the square that the ball is mostly on.

Traditional Toss

Lightning Toss

Horse Darts

One Player:
Throw the three fuzzy balls at the target until
you reach a score of 500. Keep track of how
many tries (throws) it takes you to reach this
score, then try to do better next time.

The three balls are thrown in rapid succession
at the board without pausing between
throws.

A two player game. One player chooses a
position to throw from, throws all three balls
and adds up their score. Then, the other
player attempts to throw three balls from the
same location, and adds up their score. The
person with the lowest score takes a letter in
the word “horse”. The player who had the
higher score chooses a new position. The first
player to acquire all of the letters in the
word “horse” loses.

Two Players:
One player throws the three balls at the
target and adds up their score. Then the
other throws three balls and adds up their
score. The players continue taking turns until
one player reaches 500 points and the
game is over.

The total points earned is your score for the
game. Your opponent also throws three balls
rapidly. The one with the highest score wins.
You can play best out of 3, 5, 7, 9 games to
extend the playing time.

Be creative!
Use your imagination and make up your own Target Toss game! Change the scoring rules, method of throwing or make up rules all your own.

Maranda Enterprises wants you to enjoy playing your game and be 100% satisfied with your purchase!
Warranty information is available at www.marandaenterprises.com
Customer Service is available on our website or by calling 877-287-8782
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